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Spanning twelve volumes over the course of two
decades, Desert Sessions has featured some of music’s
most cherished icons stepping out of their comfort
zones and collaborating with one another to create
some of the most exciting music of their careers. Now,
nearly sixteen years since it was initiated by Josh
Homme (Queens of the Stone Age) and friends as a
casual writing retreat at Joshua Tree’s Rancho de la
Luna studio, the longest-running mix tape in existence
– Desert Sessions – returns with Vols. 11 & 12, and
features contributions from Billy Gibbons (ZZ Top), Les
Claypool (Primus), Stella Mozgawa (Warpaint), Jake
Shears (Scissor Sisters), Mike Kerr (Royal Blood), Carla
Azar (Autolux, Jack White), Matt Sweeney (Chavez),
among many others.

Created in a period where her confidence was knocked
following heartbreak and surgery, Magdalene is the
sound of FKA Twigs reconfiguring – emotionally
and physically. “I never thought heartbreak could be
so all-encompassing,” she explains. “I never thought
that my body could stop working to the point that I
couldn’t express myself physically in the ways that I
have always loved and found so much solace... But the
process of making this album has allowed me for the
first time, and in the most real way, to find compassion
when I have been at my most ungraceful, confused
and fractured.” Magdalene, as a result, is aggressively
sensual and psychedelic – sometimes claustrophobic…
Other times intimate. And, in the case of “cellophane,”
both. A brilliant follow-up.

Imperfect Circle is the latest milestone in a remarkable
career that has seen Hootie & The Blowfish sell over
25 million records worldwide, thanks in no small part
to the tenth biggest selling album of all-time, Cracked
Rear View. Produced by singer-songwriter Darius
Rucker’s longtime collaborator Frank Rogers and Jeff
Trott, Imperfect Circle also features new co-writes
with superstar singer/songwriters Ed Sheeran and
Chris Stapleton. Rucker’s eye for detail and knack for
hooks – something that certainly helped his post-peakHootie country music career – is as sharp as ever. It has
a poppier sheen, but everything else you loved about
Hootie is intact. You can even noodle dance to it! And
you can bet that R.E.M. reference is deliberate.

From the opening bars of “Disbelief Suspension”
onwards, it’s clear that Somebody’s Knocking – the
latest from Mark Lannegan – is an album made by
someone deeply obsessed with how music – with all
its primal, spiritual healing power – truly penetrates the
soul. As a result, there’s joy in the music, as if created
from a perfect set of inspirations smashed and grabbed
from God’s own record shop. Some of the influences
are oblique, others direct and fully respectful. From the
Raw Power-esque garage metal grind of that opener to
“Letter Never Sent’s” rocket-powered take on Love-era
kaleidoscope-psych, through the pensive subterranean
murk of “Dark Disco Jag” and on to “Playing Nero’s”
sun-bleached riff on Joy Division’s “Atmosphere,” there’s
the glee of infatuation running deep in the tracks.

Two years on from her blistering debut, A Suitable Girl,
Ali Barter makes her triumphant return with follow-up
Hello, I’m Doing My Best. This revealing collection of
songs explores her most formative relationships with
her body, her instincts, her sobriety, and her connections
to the people she loves most. Hello, I’m Doing My Best
is a sentiment almost anyone can relate to, and that
universality is the undeniable pull of Ali Barter’s work.
From her breakout single “Girlie Bits” to recent cut
“UR A Piece Of Shit,” Barter spins sobering honesty
through sugary pop songs with a one-two punch of
staunch self-assurance and touching vulnerability that
is uniquely her own… Oh, and a shitload of ginormous
fuzzy punk guitars.
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Internal Atomics pushes Long Island, NY hardcore
heavyweights Stray From The Path’s distinctive rhythmic
aggression to breakneck levels as guitarist Tom Williams’
powerful riffs work in tandem with the crushing engine
room of Anthony Altamura (bass) and Craig Reynolds
(drums) to create a hybrid of all things heavy-yet-hooky.
Vocalist Drew Dijorio’s unique hardcore-meets-hip hop
delivery is on full display throughout Internal Atomics,
spitting out lyrics that rail against apathy towards the
suffering of others, toxic dog-eat-dog culture, myopic
worldviews, institutional corruption, and the selfishly
misplaced priorities of past generations. Stray From
The Path seek to plant seeds of positive change – and
Internal Atomics provides both a release for frustration
and a path to action.

It’s been too long (And who knows how long we
got?)… Defiant as ever, Neil Young sends a shriek of
guitar noise against eternity, modernity, and oppressive
compression by reassembling “The Horse.” Their
first album since 2012’s Psychedelic Pill, Colorado
features a reconstituted beast – Pancho is gone, but
the great Nils Lofgren is back for the first time since
1971. Bassist Bill Talbot and drummer Ralph Molina bash
on. Together they add heavenly harmonies to Young’s
rawest chunk of audio verité in decades – Devil-maycare approach to mic technique and all. What Young’s
recent lyrical obsessions may lack in poetry they accrue
in the passion of otherworldly expression – raging
and dreamy. Colorado is the work of primal surrealist
viscerally reacting to this frightening reality. Crank it.

CUP is the duo of Nels Cline (the guitarist/composer
best known for his work with Wilco) and Yuka C. Honda
(the composer / keyboardist / programmer best known
for her work with Cibo Matto). Combining aspects
of electronica, folk, improvisation, and some heated
rocking, this debut recording – perhaps predictably –
defies easy categorization. Thus, one hears songs with
lyrics and some semblance of song structure as well as
pieces that were created spontaneously. But fear not!
Contained within this package is a sometimes sweet,
sometimes jarring, but always compelling excursion
into what a shared sensibility sounds like, and after
taking the journey that is Spinning Creature it all feels
just right as CUP’s music veers from the accessible to
the abstract and back.

For The Shivas, the show has always been the thing
– a bombastic, explosive and communal live rock and
roll experience where barriers between the performers
and their audience seem to dissolve into the sweat
and sound. Since blasting their way through Portland’s
storied mid-aughts house scene, The Shivas have
played over 1,000 shows across 25 countries. Dark
Thoughts is the sound of a tight-knit band whose
members have learned not just how to trust each other,
but to help people get free, if even just for an hour – all
via dark, psychedelic garage rock soaked in grinding
organs and plenty of reverb. Think Dum Dum Girls but
on Swami Records… And with the perfect amount of
menace.

Never Look Away, the 9th album from Daniel Martin
Moore, finds the artist expanding, experimenting,
and having fun in the studio. Co-produced by multiinstrumentalist Seth Kauffman – best-known for being the
man-behind-the-band Floating Action, playing nearly all
of the instruments, producing, recording, and mixing the
albums himself. (In his spare time, he plays on the albums
and in the touring bands of Jim James, Ray Lamontagne,
and many others) – the recordings are candid, unfussedover, and full of energy and light. Moore took the tracks
back to his home studio in Kentucky, adding strings,
horns, winds and harmonies (courtesy of Sarah Teeple).
The end result is a richly-layered, rhythmically-driven,
vocal-centered, and (overall) incredibly enjoyable album
– the strongest of Daniel Martin Moore’s career.
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A gifted singer, songwriter and lyricist, Anthony Ramos
first made his mark in the Broadway smash, Hamilton.
Ramos began his music career on his own terms in
2018 developing a sharp and soulful signature take on
contemporary music, which includes Rhodes-driven
RnB, House bangers, and sharp, grinding soul and Hip
Hop worthy of Anderson .Paak. While working on his
debut album, The Good and the Bad, he appeared
in both the Academy Award-winning A Star Is Born
and the critically-acclaimed Netflix series She’s Gotta
Have It. Ramos is also the lead in Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
highly-anticipated film, In the Heights. So yeah: Ramos
likes to stay busy, but The Good and the Bad is sure to
cement himself as one of today’s boldest new voices.

Cold War Kids have found commercial success while
plotting their own course. Their latest album, New
Age Norms 1, is the latest chapter of a band willing
to things a little bit different. “Last summer we were
on tour when Kanye was putting out his new records…
eight songs each.” says Cold War Kids’ Nathan Willett.
“It was so fun waking up to these brand new records…
I knew then I wanted our next release to be three
volumes - eight songs each. Without the baggage and
hoopla of a full record/tour/concept - more spread out
- loose and inspired. Make it feel like you are listening
to music that was made the night before.”

Let It Bleed is an album that finds the Rolling Stones
at odds with both the political turmoil of the times
and – with the loss of founding member Brian Jones
– itself. The tension, paranoia, lizard brain horniness,
and cocaine sympathy speaks for itself via the songs
– but you should really focus your attention on how
incredible this 50th anniversary edition sounds. “When
we did the first Let It Bleed remaster in 2002, our
intention was to pay homage to the original work,” said
legendary, Grammy-winning engineer Bob Ludwig.
“When we did this new version, the purpose was to
make it as great as it could possibly sound… you’ll hear
subtle things in the background that are now much
more clear that were somewhat hidden before.”

Surviving is Jimmy Eat World’s most personal,
ambitious album yet. As Jim Adkins himself puts it,
“Surviving explores some of the different kinds of
weights my ego tells me I have to carry, what I see
people around me choosing to carry and what I have
found to be the truth when I choose to let go.” Album
highlight, “All The Way (Stay),” extolls the virtues of
letting people discover the real you while exposing
your vulnerabilities while doubling as the soundtrack
of the greatest 80’s movie John Hughes never made.
Elsewhere, “Love Never” pits the realities against the
expectations of love – a classic slice of Jimmy Eat
World wrapped up in a three-minute rush.

What’s My Name is Ringo Starr’s twentieth solo album.
Like its recent predecessors, 2015’s Postcards From
Paradise and 2017’s Give More Love, it was produced in
his home studio, Roccabella West. “I’ve had enough of
the big glass wall and the separation,” says Ringo. “We
are all together in here, whoever I invite over. This is
the smallest club in town.” The new 10-track collection
features contributions from a slew of guests including
Joe Walsh, Edgar Winter, Dave Stewart, Benmont
Tench, and Colin Hay, and Paul McCartney on “Grow
Old With Me” – which was written by John Lennon.
And while that song is the album’s emotional core, the
title-track represents the pure pop magic you’ve come
to expect from this living legend.
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The Mavericks are masters of country-Latino-rock ‘n’
roll. They rode high in the country and rock charts of
the ‘90s with culture-crossing hits like “What A Crying
Shame” and “All You Ever Do Is Bring Me Down.” In
2004 they went on hiatus, but since getting back
together in 2012, the Grammy Award-winning band
has reestablished itself as one of the most exciting
and joyfully entertaining bands on The Road. Now, on
their 30th anniversary, The Mavericks are living up to
its name with a new covers album, Play the Hits, that
finds singer-guitarist Raoul Malo and company taking
on Waylon Jennings, Patty Loveless, Ray Price, Bruce
Springsteen, Patsy Cline, Marvin Gaye & Mary Wells,
Elvis Presley, Willie Nelson, and more.

Rocketing out of the chute with his 1993 smash debut
single “Should’ve Been A Cowboy,” Toby Keith racked
up chart-toppers and platinum albums. And in 1999,
Keith punctuated his continuing success with the
chart-topper “How Do You Like Me Now?!” The 2005
launch of his own record label, Show Dog Nashville,
was Keith putting a boot in the ass of a record label’s
creative strictures – and now he’s celebrating his
hard-earned freedom with Toby Keith Greatest Hits:
The Show Dog Years. Hits like the viral smash, “Red
Solo Cup,” are obviously included in this twelve-track
collection, but The Show Dog Years also four newlyrecorded songs, “Don’t Let The Old Man In” and his
current single, “That’s Country Bro” among them.

Poetry In Motion is The Soul Rebels’ first official album
in over seven years. In that time, the New Orleans-bred
band have amassed a following of esteemed artists
including Nas, Marilyn Manson, Rakim, Joey Bada$$,
Metallica, Rakim, and GZA who look to them to help
enhance their live performances. For Poetry In Motion,
The Soul Rebels stretched their handcrafted approach
to jazz, funk, and hip hop across a wider sonic palette
than ever before – complete with a power packed line
up of notable artists including, Tarriona “Tank” Ball
(Tank and The Bangas), Big Freedia, Robert Glasper,
Branford Marsalis, Matisyahu, PJ Morton, Trombone
Shorty, and Kes. Poetry In Motion is smart, strong, and
visceral as a 2nd line parade. Play loud!!!

Three Chords And The Truth is truly something
wonderful – fourteen new original compositions that
effortlessly encapsulate the Van Morrison sound and
showcase his talents as one of our generation’s most
celebrated songwriters. His sixth album in just four
years, Three Chords And The Truth is further proof
that Van Morrison is one of the greatest recording
artists of all time and, six decades into his career,
is still a creative force to be reckoned with. Three
Chords And The Truth was produced and written by
Morrison (except for “If We Wait for Mountains” which
was co-written with Don Black). The album features
contributions from legendary guitarist Jay Berliner
and a duet with The Righteous Brothers’ Bill Medley
(“Fame Will Eat the Soul”).

Allen Stone’s Building Balance is his first new album
in four years – a time period spent figuring out how
the old parts and the new parts of his universe were
going to co-exist. Building Balance was largely written
in a cabin in the woods of Washington state and
recorded with three producers: the acclaimed British
artist/producer Jaime Lidell, Grammy-winner Nasri,
and Jeremy Most (Emily King). Building Balance is
a textured amalgam of R&B and soul. Replete with
nostalgic funk, Building Balance showcases an artist
learning to balance and appreciate all parts of his
life: the vices of the past and the gifts of the present,
career and family, the highs, the lows, and the pure joy
of making music. It’s Funk you can’t fake.
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DRIFT is precisely one year inside the minds of
Underworld. Rick Smith and Karl Hyde’s aim was to
create and publish music and film episodically for 52
weeks and see where the journey took them. Within
a few weeks, the experiment found its own path,
prompting the electronic pioneers to react to previous
releases and create new works accordingly. Over time,
the duo’s innate curiosity opened up a unique space
in which they could experiment, learn and explore
new frontiers - together and with others. During the
52 weeks, five self-contained episodes were released
(respectively in November, January, March, May and
August) – collectively, they formed DRIFT Series 1 –
and Sampler Edition is what Underword considers the
cream of the crop.

Sitting at the forefront of the melodic dubstep and
bass music movement, Nicholas Miller – aka Illenium
– has quickly become one of EDM’s most talked
about producers and DJs. Incorporating influences
from artists like Seven Lions, Zeds Dead and Sound
Remedy, Illenium creates his own blend of melodic
dubstep with his asteroid like bass and catchy melody
lines. Continuing a landmark 2019, highlighted by
one milestone after another, Illenium’s third studio
album, Ascend, represents the entire scope of
Miller’s expansive vision. Once again, he elevates his
signature sound with majestic melodies, intriguing
instrumentation, and genre-defying songcraft.

Welcome to the sound of Garcia Peoples at full speed.
Without losing a ray of sunshine or a drop of dew, One
Step Behind -- the band’s third album in a year-anda-half – is the first major statement by the malleable
Brooklyn sextet. The 32-minute title cut highlights the
twin guitars and songwriting of Tom Malach and Danny
Arakaki and, instead of pointing itself towards one
possible future for the band, just zaps itself square into
the thick of it. One Step Behind is less a piece of music
to listen to than it is a zone to occupy, a portal for all
open-eared heads. Deep (and dope) jam excursions
for a groovy future. Think King Gizzard (et al.) meets
Phish.

Tides Of A Teardrop finds Mandolin Orange – the duo
of Andrew Marlin and Emily Frantz – exploring the
intimate grief at the frayed edges of their songwriting,
facing down the depths of despair and emerging with
something renewed and redemptive. It’s a progressive,
personal statement from one of roots music’s most
thoughtful young groups, on the cusp of yet another
prodigious breakthrough – one that’s focused on
slow-burning acoustic meditations on love and loss.
Whether it’s the trilling, weighty atmosphere of the
allegorical “Wolves” or the Appalachian yearning of
the hymn-like “Suspended In Heaven,” Marlin and
Frantz’s vocal and instrumental interplay is as dialed in
as ever, the instinctual expression of deeply known but
unspoken truths.
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Produced by Brad Jones and Josh Rouse, The Holiday
Sounds of Josh Rouse features beautiful harmonies
and gentle, bright melodies wrapped in the lush, folk/
pop soundscapes that have become his signature. The
album illustrates themes of childhood nostalgia and
holidays spent away from home, with lighthearted,
upbeat instrumentals that make these songs enjoyable
year-round. From the rollicking “Sleigh Brother Bill”
to the reflective “Letters In The Mailbox” and the
dreamy closing track, “Christmas Songs,” Josh Rouse
is redefining what holiday music can be. And hey
Vinyl Lovers: The First Edition colored vinyl LP release
includes a bonus disc featuring three Christmas classics
performed acoustically plus three demo versions of
songs from the album.

Like its predecessor, From Out Of Nowhere finds Jeff
Lynne’s ELO (the relaunched version of Electric Light
Orchestra) discovering new facets to his signature
sound. Once again, Lynn plays nearly every note of
the music on guitars, bass, piano, drums, keyboards
and vibes, as well as singing all of the lead and layered
harmony vocals. Steve Jay, who also engineered the
album, adds some percussion. “‘From Out of Nowhere’
– that’s exactly where it came from,” Lynne says of the
title tune. “That’s the first one I wrote for this album
and it’s kind of like that.” Optimism is a running theme
throughout From Out of Nowhere: “Everybody’s got
to have a bit of hope,” the Rock & Roll Hall of Famer
adds.

Western Stars – Songs From The Film features each of
the live performances captured in Bruce Springsteen’s
directorial debut Western Stars – which not only
features every song from the album of the same name
(which features a sweeping range of American themes:
highways, desert spaces, isolation, community, and
the permanence of home and hope… And, yes, you
need it, too), but a cover of the Glen Campbell classic,
“Rhinestone Cowboy.” Western Stars [the film] is a
cinematic retelling of Springsteen’s first studio album
in five years, as he plays the album backed by a band
and full orchestra. The film premiered at the 2019
Toronto International Film Festival and is written and
performed by Bruce Springsteen, with special guest
Patti Scialfa (He wrote the score, too).
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Ghosteen, the new two part album from Nick Cave
and The Bad Seeds, serves as the band’s seventeenth
studio effort overall following 2016’s Skeleton Tree.
“The songs on the first album are the children. The
songs on the second album are their parents. Ghosteen
is a migrating spirit,” says Cave. “The Children,” is
comprised of eight songs while “The Parents,” is two
long songs connected by a spoken word performance.
From the first song, with the introduction of a male
voice singing in a higher register than one would expect
from Cave – and knowing that it’s about the tragic loss
of his child – it’s impossible to not feel moved. Still,
light dances among the darkness – an exorcism that’s
as beautiful as it is brutal.

Double Vision: Then And Now takes viewers behind
the scenes as original band members join Mick Jones
and Foreigner’s current lineup for the very first time
in the band s 40-year history. Both incarnations of the
band share the same stage for an epic performance.
Watch rock and roll history with one of music s most
anticipated reunions. Recorded in 2018, Double Vision:
Then And Now celebrates the 40th anniversary of
the band’s multi-platinum 1978 album, Double Vision
along with a masterful live performance of the band’s
biggest hits. Filmed at Soaring Eagle Casino & Resort,
Mount Pleasant, MI, Double Vision: Then And Now will
feel like the first time for both long-time fans and new
generations.

Songwriter/composer/producer Joe Henry is a
hyperliterate storyteller, drawing an author’s eye
for the overlooked detail across a broad swath of
American musical styles – folk, rock, jazz and blues –
and rendering genre modifiers useless. Working with
an incredibly diverse range of musicians – from Elvis
Costello to Ornette Coleman to Richie Havens – Henry
has produced four Grammy-Winning records. His latest
solo album, The Gospel According To Water, began as
a two-day demo session meant to document a flurry
of new songs written in the aftermath of a cancer
diagnosis. On the third day, when reviewing the work,
Henry realized that he had more than demos – but a
completed album rendered as vividly as life itself: raw
and real – with all the hope, fear, and beauty intact.

In the not-too-distant future, right before The Great
Singularity, it will be glaringly obvious that Ariana
Grande, Miley Cyrus, and Lana Del Rey – three degrees
of Disney Bad Girls representing current musical
omniverse – should come together and create the lead
single from the upcoming Charlie’s Angels reboot. Had
society advanced properly, they would’ve also starred
in the film. Executive produced by Grande, Charlie’s
Angels features two more heavy hitters in Nicki Minaj
and funk queen Chaka Kahn – who should also be
in the film as a cameo (playing herself) and ranking
officer who is “too old for this shit,” respectively – but
you should certainly think twice before stepping to her.
But that was then. We are all Beyoncé now. And we
are Legion.

Bishop Briggs is mad as hell and not taking it anymore.
Champion finds Briggs at the end of her rope re
gaslighting (“Jekyll and Hide) and, as the title track
makes clear, having her self-esteem trampled on:
“‘Champion’ is a song that I wrote when my self-esteem
was at an all-time low,” says Briggs. “As a woman, I feel
like I have been socially trained to be so many things
at once… Writing this song helped me look at the
question - what if I could just be myself?” Sure, there
some lingering regrets that haunt Champion – just
direct yourself to the stirring “Tattooed on My Heart”
– but Briggs doesn’t shy away from her scars. Her past
is fuel for the future.
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It’s almost 2020 and dude from Fall Out Boy is still
wearing that hat. Then again, Fall Out Boy is a brand,
as the kids say, so the hat – now totemistic – might be
meant to acknowledge that Believers Never Die (Vol.
2) is a greatest hits album. Pop Punk Ultimates, Fall
Out Boy incorporate and, to some degree, subvert the
genre ambitions of its mall punk peers – most of whom
can’t get Wyclef Jean to return their calls, much less
Lil’ Peep (too soon?) or iLoveMakonnen – all three
of whom appear here – though not at the same time.
“Uma Thurman” and “Bob Dylan” don’t troll – they’re
memes – or cultural samples with a cache fresher than
action figures still in the box. #EmoZappa?

Hailing from the mountains of North Carolina, Bask’s third
full-length ripper, the aptly-titled III, showcases a soulful
juxtaposition of Americana rock ‘n’ roll with progressive
and psychedelic elements, separating Bask from your
average Southern rock outfit. Conceptually, each song on
III is inspired by a piece of legend, folklore, or mythology,
re-examining characters and situations that are often
misunderstood or overlooked. Its overlying themes
also including the natural world, the cyclical nature of
human experience, revenge and subverting social norms.
Produced by the band and Matt Bayles (Pearl Jam,
Mastodon, Minus The Bear), III raises the stakes on Bask’s
Appalachia-tinged blend of heavy and progressive rock.
Full and vibrant, cascading with impeccable vocals and
beautiful musical interplay, III rings crisp and clear.

Hailed as “the new master of the slide guitar” by the
Montreux Jazz Festival, and “the real thang” by the
legendary Bootsy Collins, singer-songwriter, Jack
Broadbent, returns after 3 years with Moonshine Blue,
“Wishing Well.” Growing up, Jack listened to a variety
of different artists that influenced the way he produces
and performs his music, including Radiohead, Robert
Johnson, Joni Mitchell, and Davey Graham – and you
can hear elements of each on both the single and
album. Listening and learning from a wide range of
artists helped him to create a unique style by mixing
various genres which led him to develop his own – one
that subverts modern blues tropes by never shying
away from his disparate influences and embracing a
Spiritualized-like guitar squalls.

It still seems crazy that of all the bands from Glasgow’s
understandably lauded indie scene of the 1990’s that
Snow Patrol – the Sebadoh-indebted confessionals of
Gary Lightbody – would find worldwide commercial
success. Created in celebration of the band’s 25th
anniversary, Reworked, presents thirteen re-envisioned
versions of Snow Patrol classics – some of which were
charmingly lo-fi creations – including “Run,” “You’re All
I Have,” “Chasing Cars,” “Take Back The City,” “Crack
The Shutters” and “Called Out In The Dark,” in addition
to three new songs. “As we’ve been recording the
album we’ve discovered new things in some of our
older songs and written some new stuff that we’re
really excited about,” says Lightbody. “It’s like hearing
all our favorite tracks with fresh ears!”

Apollo XXI is the debut album from Steve Lacy best known as the guitarist of space-soul band The
Internet. At the ripe age of 20, the Grammy-nominated
Compton native already has a veteran’s resume; he
was Wired Magazine’s Tech Visionary, Time Magazine’s
Most Influential Teen, produced-written-featured with
Solange, J Cole, Vampire Weekend, Blood Orange,
and produced some of Kendrick Lamar’s Damn on
his iPhone. He’s toured the world, given a TED Talk,
and worked with Louis Vuitton. So, obviously, dude is
gifted – and Apollo XXI is a power move – the sound
of Lacy flexing the funk. And he’s here to get down –
and as “Like Me” makes pointedly clear, he’s not afraid
show you who he is. It’s an odyssey – and you’ll blast
off.

